SHREDZ
UK artist taking over
and spitting venom
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escape. Every
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experiences"
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DESIGN, MODELING,
RIGGING, TEXTURING,
LIGHTING, AND EDITING.

ANIMATIONS &
ANIMATED
FILMS

BROWSE THE SITE
TO FIND REELS,
TRADITIONAL AND
DIGITAL PROJECTS

CHARACTER ANIMATION
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VISION STATEMENT
Before the beginning of a new year, I always set myself a New Year resolution without a
second thought. As usual, I always fail miserably at sticking to that resolution within a matter of
days. “No more sweets”, “I’m going to get my body summer ready before summer” I would say,
not remembering that I had a bag of sweet and sour candy hidden in the draw and I had no
intentions of joining no one’s gym. So therefore, no point in exercising until after I finish that
bag. And, probably by then I will have yet another excuse not to do one of the many
resolutions I set.
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What is really the point of setting a resolution for the year?
Shouldn’t you be constantly working on improving and bettering yourself daily? That would
be easy to stick to! Just say this year, I am going to be the best me I can be. I have to do what
works for me. I have to do this. Get the job done and live by the beat of my own drum.
Vow to get the “bag”
Start a new business. Network more. Reach out and help someone else. Work on creating
48
your own business instead of building someone else’s. If you are an artist find a mentor, take
some classes or vow to focus more and get in the studio.
ViNM magazine was created to support Independent artist. Help them to showcase their
talents and therefore give them another platform to use to be found and recognized. We also
take pride in giving opportunities for business owners to advertise their hard work sweat and
tears. Tell their journey, gain more clients and reach far beyond their local community. So, this
year one resolution we will set is to keep helping others. Create new opportunities for artist and
business', network and make connections.
Be you, be free and achieve anything that you want. Focus and be your own inspiration this year.
You may inspire someone else to take a leap of faith and start their journey.
Go get it
~Rose Monet ~
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Model Mansone Batez

Your chaos makes you beautiful
FOLLOW ON IG @VIISIONSINMOTIION CONTACT DIRECTLY FOR ORDER INFORMATION OR EMAIL VIISIONS IN MOTIION DIRECTLY
VIISIONSINMOTIION@LIVE.COM

the biggest problem
to your success is
that you have not
grown, and you are
not trying to

be willing to do what others
are not willing to do
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WHAT YOU HAD TO SAY
@champdageneral_gpmafia
Thanks a lot #mafia

@soulcentralmagazine
This is Brilliant

@djseanswift
Mad love

@onewaytreybeats
You are making moves in the rap game!

@ash.kmj
Well done! Keep it up!

@oren.major
Dope!

@thewolfOftravel
Love it!

Was your comment Left out?
Tell us what you love, don't love, or want to see more of in ViNM. We want to hear it all! Email your feedback directly to
contact@vinmmagazine.com, or join us on Twitter (@vinmmagazine), Instagram (@vinmmagazine), and Facebook Vinm Magazine.
Letters may be edited to fit text.
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IS HE THE ONE FOR YOU?
ARE YOU CONFUSED?

IT'S
TIME TO
DITCH
THAT
GUY
JOIN OTHER PEOPLE WHO
FEEL THE SAME WAY YOU DO!
LIKE AND FOLLOW @DITCHTHATGUY ON
FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM

2019

PREPARED BY

PRESENTED BY

Joseph Langdon

Sophia Phillips

Matthew Smith

2019 Estimated Tax
Refund Amount

JLM FINANCIAL SERVICES
P: 704-526-8122
Email
fttucker@jlmfinancialservices.net
By Appointment Only!

be sure to check out
ViNM City Radio & Tv Show

ON VINM RADIO'S
YOUTUBE CHANNEL

Soul Central TV NOW LIVE ON ALL SMART TVS, ROKU, APPLE AND
MUCH MORE Download our app exclusively through ZINGO TV

OLORI
MANNS
-ROSE MONET

Olori Manns is a 30-year old professional recording artist.
Olori has won countless amounts of rap contests
throughout the early 90s. He is a three-time Apollo Theater
winner from 1991 and he was the first rapper to win the
amateur night 3 times in a row. He has been referred to as
one of the sharpest MC’s to walk the globe.

Olori later stepped on the scene with his first single
called, “Bust the beat”. Manns has worked with
producers such as John the Baptist, Steven Boogie
Brown and quite a few others. He is currently
working on new music now. His most recently
released single is called 125th Street Don't Play. He
has also released a single called Positive Vibes
featuring Kwesi Latif, who is an international R&B
artist.
Olori credits a lot of his learning throughout his
career to his cousin Doug E. Fresh and other artists
that he grew up around.

POSITIVE

VIBEZ
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Manns put a single out called “Don’t Test Me”, which came
with an A side and B side. The album did well overseas and it
was looked at as being rough and tough. It is considered a
rare rap classic there. The single was played by Eazy E,
Bobito and 50 different college stations. It was also played
throughout the USA. .

Olori’s first opportunity in the music business came
from the Witch Doctor and the Dominating three MC
rap group from Brooklyn. The Witch Doctor’s DJ was
Norman Glover, whom later became the platinum
producer for Biggie Smalls’ “Ready to Die Album”, 20
years later.

Red January
THE HOTTEST
COLOR IN THE
SPECTRUM.

THE COLDEST MONTH OF
THE YEAR.

BOLD. INTENSE.
HEAT. DARING.
UNTOUCHABLE

FIERCE.
CHILLING TO THE BONE.
PHOTO BY: FRANK FOCUS

For many years I sat back and admired
different clothing lines that came in and out
of style over the years. I started designing
different t-shirts. I soon realized that the TShirts I put together in my little living room
with a crafting machine would lead to having
my own line. The reaction to them shocked
me.
I had my first product! Resurrected Queen! It
came to me at a point in my life when I felt I
was down. I felt hopeless and I wanted to
give up. I had an "ah ha" moment. And, I said
you can't just sit here and talk about what
you want. Get up and go get it. You are a
Queen. You can change your life and your
mindset.
I knew where I wanted to be, but I wasn't
there yet. I pushed towards it everyday.
Queens don't always have it together.
Queens emerge because failure is not an
option.
Resurrect yourself Queen. Rise up. Push
forward. Do not accept failure. Stop putting
limits on your life.
Your vision alone is enough. Open up a door
of possibilities that no one can close. Be a
vision chaser.
YOU ARE A RESURRECTED QUEEN
- S. Davis

Known throughout the music
industry as Champ The General, is a
new artist whose music is in a lane
of its own that many call Trap-Hop,
a blend of hip-hop and trap music.
His love for music started when he
was just a kid in his hometown of
the Bronx in NY. He listened to
legends like Jay-z and Nas.
When Champ emerged on the
scene, he was a teenager going on
tour with 8 ball & MJG selling tshirts and battle rapping for fun
with other artist.
Touring allowed him to network
with other artist and through that,
he bought a studio in New York
with a friend. This is where Champ
realized his talent and developed
more love for the art of music.

Champ imagined a place where he
could showcase his music and be
around some of the best artist in the
business.
After leaving New York Champ found
his way to Atlanta, GA to turn his
dreams into reality.
Champ decided to put a studio in his
home and at the same time he created
his own dream team known as GP
Mafia, with Gold and platinum selling
producers and artist whose music has
contributed to the success of many.
Recently Champ released his new hit
single "Shmoney Yo", from his
upcoming album.
Be sure to check out the artist on all
social platforms. Also check out ViNM
City TV & Radio put "Shmoney Yo" in
the lineup on the ViNM radio
YouTube channel.

“Trap Ghost”.
His new album is so
diverse with beats
that take you back
to the good old days.
Music coming soon
to all major
streaming services.
champdageneral_gpmafia
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-Janet Hanover

Champ is preparing
to share his life story
and all the pains
through his debut
album

FIRST THINGS 1ST
HAVE AN EPK!

Be very careful at the craftsmanship of the
EPK because it is critical to your success.
The EPK is necessary because it has most,
if not all, the information about the artist.
No one wants to have to call around the
world to find out information about you.
So, unless you don’t want any press at all,
you will need an EPK.
It does not have to be super fancy, but it
should be well thought out and
professional.

An electronic press kit (EPK) is a professional
music resume. It is given to venue talent
buyers, promoters, journalists and music
supervisors. They use the EPK to showcase
the artist and to provide an insight on what
you bring to the table.

What should be in the EPK? You want to
make sure to put your best three songs at
the top and list them in order that you
would prefer them to be heard. Use any
analytics and feedback that you have that
can help you decide which ones that will be
included. Also, include photos of
the artist or band. If you have
album art include that as
well.

15
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What is an EPK and why do I need one?

E L E C T
R O N I C

P R E S S

K I T

Make sure to use hi-resolution photos.

Make it engaging, entertaining and

Hi-resolution is 300dpi (or higher) and lo-

informative. This is your opportunity to make

resolution is 72 dpi. Be sure that they are 600px yourself or band look amazing. If you have
wide at minimum.

videos include them. They provide people is
multimedia content to share with your

Make sure the person creating them has a

readers. This will help promoters to really

vertical and horizontal version, so that no

look at you for bookings. It will showcase

matter what device it’s being looked at on it will your stage performance and stage presence.
work.
Include links to social media, your website
and places to purchase your

information about the artist, band or group.

music. Provide contact

Include all relevant information about your

information

songs. Provide the most exciting facts that you and any past
can come up with.

press that
you want to
include. -Allen Cooper
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The biography should include background

BUILDING
A

SUCCESSFUL

BRAND

What is the most valuable asset of a
company? If you said the brand, then
you are correct. But, how do you build
a brand?

In simple terms, your brand is your
customer's overall perception of your
business. It's what people say about you
and the reputation your company has.
Branding is definitely a process and an
ongoing effort to establish long-term
relationships with customers. So, how do
you build a brand?
Know Your Audience
You have to know your audience. It's
much more than just having a logo or

How do you achieve branding?
After you have decided your target
audience, know your product or service.
Focus on who you want to sell to. What
do they look like? How old are they?
What careers do they have? Know the
demographics and a variety of other
elements. .
What is the Value?
Do you have value? Does your products
have value? Can and will you build a
connection with your audience? Show

having a well-placed advertisement.

them who you are. Teach them

Know who you are going after. What is

out.

your target audience? Having the best
product or services means nothing if you
are not reaching the people you need to
experience your products. You just can't
sell to everyone. Pinpoint your audience.

something new. Help them to seek you

Remember speaking to everyone is not
always a good thing. When you speak to
everyone you speak to no one. Dig deep
and make your brand stick. -Allen Cooper
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What is a brand?

ON THE COVER

Shredz
vs. John

Photographs of Shredz in this issue taken by
JOELLE ALLERT and DANIELLE LOUISE TAYOR WARD.

THE ARTIST VS THE MAN

violatile, dark, deep thoughts, laid
back, loving, positive mind
ViNM Magazine 18

*ON THE COVER*

SHREDZ
Humble, Laid back & positive mind frame

Written by ROSE MONET
Photo by

Coincidentally, Shredz was
actually in the previous issue of
ViNM Magazine and he was then
an artist in the Spotlight to
keep a look out for.
We reached out to Shredz and
we asked him how did he feel
when he was notified that he
had actually won.
He replied, "When I found out I
won the front page contest I
was ecstatic!

I got a message from the team
and I had to read it twice out
loud before it set in!" Shredz
goes on to say that he had no
idea that he would win the cover
contest. His fans
supported him and made it
happen. So, with much thanks to
them and thanks to ViNM for
giving artist like him amazing
opportunities like this.
So now, we know you want to
know WHO IS HE? Where did he
come from and why should we
continue to know this artist?
We got you covered. Keep
reading to find the answers to
every question that you may
have and find out more about
this amazing artist from the UK
that is definitely bringin' the
heat in 2020.

Tell us about yourself.
My name is John Sykes. I am a
rap artist from Manchester, UK.
I grew up in many parts of the
UK but mainly Manchester,
Hitting the streets with my
friends. I came from a broken
home and I grew up in the care
system from a young age. I
always had a passion for music.
I used to listen to Bone Thugs,
Pac, Busta Rhymes and many
rappers from the US.
19

I took a particular liking to fast
rappers like Tech N9ne and
Twista. I then realized that I
could do similar styles after
trying it! I started making beats
and continued to write more and
more to try and push my limits
as a lyricist.
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Recently, ViNM Magazine
posted a contest for followers
to post their favorite
independent artists that
deserved to be on the cover of
the newest upcoming issue.
When it was all said and done
the winner was an artist out of
the UK called SHREDZ.

Do you collaborate with
others and whom do you want
to collaborate with?

SHREDZ
What's the difference
between John Sykes and
Shredz? Is Shredz your alter
ego or are they one in the
same?
Shredz is dark and emotional
and holds a lot of deep thoughts
with a volatile temper. John
Sykes is a humble laid back guy
with a loving heart with a
positive mind frame.
How do you separate yourself
from other artist?
I try to be different from others
by delivering fast skippy flows
and sticking to relevant
subjects. A lot of artists glorify
crime, money and drugs in their
music. I don't. There is too
much of that going on in the
world already so, I try to stay
relevant and evolve.
What are you current
thoughts on the current state
of the rap game?
It's poppin' right now!! Big shout
out to everyone doing
their thing!
Who are you inspired by?
My inspirations are my fans,
family, and friends. They inspire
me to be a better person and
improve every time I write.

Can you explain your creative
process?
A chef never gives out his
recipes. Maybe one day I will
write a book! LOL. But, I will say
my music delivers a message I
am trying to get across. Writing
is my escape. Every lyric is
based on my life experiences.
There are no hidden meanings or
subliminal messages. I write to
express my opinions and
feelings at that time.
What's your favorite part and
least favorite part of being a
rapper?
I would have to say my favorite
part of being an artist is being
able to reach out to others who
relate to the music I make.
Music is a powerful tool. It
creates feelings and emotions.
There is nothing I dislike about
being an artist. I truly love what I
do. I could do with a few more
hours of sleep but that's about
it, LOL. I actually wrote a track
called, "Nocturnal" which is on
YouTube.
Do you get stage freight
before a performance?
It's more exciting than
frightening for me when i'm
approaching a stage. I say
breath, believing in yourself and
just go for it.

I will collaborate with others if I
like their style. It isn't an issue
if they are a well known artist or
not. I would love to jump on a
track with Joyner Lucas or Tech
N9ne.
What makes an artist
successful?
I believe a successful artist
should have respect for other
artists and have the motivation
to improve. Stay humble,
manners cost nothing. Thank
fans regularly for sharing and
listening to your music. Create a
bond with people as they are
the one that are important. And,
success will come.
What would your dream venue
be to perform at?
My dream venue would be the
Glastonbury in the UK or
Madison Square Garden in NY.
Any advice for someone
wanting to follow in your
footsteps and become a
rapper?
Strive to be a better person for
yourself. Network, and don't be
scared to ask for advice. Never
rule out success you can do
this.
Any final words?
My friends and family and every
single person who is supporting
me. Shout out to Manny and the
whole 0161. Special thank to
Mr. Mansone Batez and the
ViNM team.There are too many
to write but I don't want to miss
anyone. God Bless you all.

Follow Shredz on all social
media platforms
FACEBOOK: I AM SHREDZ
INSTAGRAM:

@IAMSHREDZ

Shredz released a series of 3 singles called "Flatline". The tracks are
designed to showcase a mixture of fast flows and precise delivery. The
tracks are based on his dislike for rappers who are ignorant. It shows how
ruthless he can get if he is crossed. It's a perfect way for Shredz to show his
dark volatile side.

Mixtape available now called "Thoughts"
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Red

January

- Janet Jarese

What makes an artist successful?
There are so many artists who have reached some level of
success having little to no talent. The thing that sets them
apart from their much more gifted counterparts is simple.
It's hustle & basic "sticktoitveness" (I love that word).
You want it? Go get it. Don't know how? Be relentless and
figure it out! This is what successful artists do. They are risktakers; not afraid to fail or be rejected.
What advice would you give to someone that wanted to
follow in your footsteps?

Comparable to the legend of the Phoenix is the story of a
songbird named Red who was once consumed by fire but has
now risen, renewed from the ashes.
Red January is from Topeka, Kansas and currently resides in
Dallas, Texas. Along with working in Corporate America, she
works as a runway and print model, makeup artist, creative
director, influencer and socialite. She does all this while juggling
family and singing background vocals with Bricks In
The Wall – The Sight and Sound of Pink Floyd, a tribute band
currently touring.

DO NOT! Don't follow in anyone else's footsteps. Walk your
own path. Pursue your own dreams and goals. Live your own
purpose. Live on Purpose!
What can we look forward to?
Her debut project, Scarlet Letter, is currently in the works
and is soon to be released. Red has actively been performing
at events across the DFW Metroplex since early 2015.
Follow the Red January movement!!

With gospel roots, Red maximizes the use of her vocal and
lyrical range to cater to her audience. Her style evokes emotion
and expresses life experiences common to us all - triumphs and
losses; joys and sorrows. Red delivers every mood. Her life
unfolds in her music; the loneliness, the love, the luxuries, the
longings. Her Jazzy, throwback soul sound mixed with futuristic
funk and classic hip hop will leave you refreshed and wanting
more.
Who are you inspired by?
My uncle is one of my biggest musical inspirations. Todde "Toddefunk"
Lawton, bass guitarist for Tobymac. I've watched him live out his dreams
my entire life. It's a blessing to be able to witness the music grind up
close and personal.
PHOTO CREDIT

Jennifer Bernal Photography

WE ASKED FOR SOME FINAL WORDS/SHOUT OUTS TO CONCLUDE THE INTERVIEW
My brother, mentor, manager, bodyguard, and side-bar convo comedy show co-host,
Louis “T Wrex” Gray of The Group – Artist Development and Management, his teaching and guidance has forced me
to boss up and level up and I’m forever grateful.
That man is a genius at what he does. Get acquainted follow on IG @louisgray039
Kawon Jenkins aka DJ Kawon and the Mixtape Show, Mark Anthony Joseph aka DJ MJAD, DJ Sean Swift – the Mix
Show and the entire NGI Radio family for SHOWING ME. www.ngiradio.com

BE SURE TO FOLLOW AND LIKE RED JANUARY ON ALL SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM.
YOU CAN FIND HER ON IG @THE_REDJANUARY
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I grew up watching him and his band practicing in my grandmother's garage, to no touring
all over the world with one of Christian music's hip-hop/funk/rap trailblazers. He made me believe
that my dream could be my reality.

RED
JANUARY

SINGER | SONGWRITER | MOMMY | MODEL | SUPERHERO

CONNECT ON SOCIAL MEDIA
FACEBOOK: THE RED JANUARY
INSTAGRAM & TWITTER: @THE_REDJANUARY
FOR BOOKING AND INFO: REDJANUARYMUSIC@GMAIL.COM

FORTUNE

Fortune his team MySound Mob that will be dropping
music all 2020.

Growing up in Queens, NY, Fortune was
influenced to begin rapping at the young
age of about 12. He was inspired to start
rapping by his family and friends. He
used to watch his cousin perform all the
time.

As far as the new artist of 2010s up
until now he list Hopsin, Kendrick
Lamar, J Cole, the YG, the late great
Nipsey Hussle, Dillon Cooper, and a
few other young artist out there
representing.

Fortune has a long list of influences. He
has been influenced by some of the
worlds greatest hip-hop veterans and a
few of the new school artist.

Fortune released a tape back in 2013
to test the waters and just been
releasing singles since then just to get
the world used to #MySound and my
style Been finding my own way since
then and now the universe is aligning
and everything is falling into place.

Such influences stem from Tupac Shakur,
Public Enemy, Doug E Fresh, Rakim, LL
Cool J, Wu Tang (method man is my
favorite emcee out the clan) Clan, Run
DMC, NWA, ICE CUBE, Dmx, Mansone
Batez, Busta Rhymes, Nas, Jayz, 50 cent
(whole G Unit), The Game and the list
goes on.

Fortune's Future
My newest project will be
titled #2020Vision and it's
set to drop early 2020
around spring time

"I have been
finding my own
way since then
and now the
universe is
aligning and
everything is
falling into
place."
FO500

BE SURE TO LOOK FOR FORTUNE ON FACEBOOK AND ALL SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
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Who influences fortune?

VINM MAGAZINE

Markie 3
Bronx, NY native Markie 3 started singing in a church
choir at the age of 6. His soulful voice and unique style
can be traced back to his church roots and upbringing.
Throughout his career he has paved the way for
performers.
Markie 3 has performed all over the Tri-State area and
has fans as far as London. Markie 3 likes to write songs
that tell a story. Fans will usually hear him singing an
M3 original. He can belt out musical classics from artist
such as Glenn Jones (I’ve Been Searching) and (So High)
by John Legend. Markie believes that a song should
have strong lyrics not just a catchy beat. Singing is not
his only talent. M3 is a writer as well.
Throughout his career he formed a group called
Ambition, which consisted of two other members. They
almost landed a contract with Roc-a-Fella records. The
talent doesn’t stop there he also appeared on tv shows
such as Bronxnet ch 68 Ron Alexander, Videocity
Tv and Just Gimma the Mic to name a few.

thereal_markie3

He also became a 10X award winner in 2015, 2016 and 2017.
He received awards for R&B singer and song writer artist of
the year. The male 2016 breakout artist of the year and the
2017 I am R&B award. Markie won 3rd place at the
Superstar Sunday unsigned hype Competition and 3
awards for best song, video and the you make a difference
award.
He is also a radio host on the internet hot station
UTIRADIO.COM for the unsigned artist and the make it or
break it Saturdays from 5pm to 8pm With DJ LiL Mamazz,
Videocity tv 2x number one video of the week and on the
front cover of September 2017 issue of the 1212 magazine.
Markie 3’s music can be downloaded on his
website www.markie3muzik.com.Videos, interviews and
additional information can be found on the website and/or
his Facebook page fb: Mark Smooth.
You can check out his latest single called "Champion" on
YouTube., The Real Markie 3.
For bookings contact mark3rnb2015@gmail.com
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WANT TO BE FEATURED IN
ViNM MAGAZINE?
Get your business listed in ViNM Magazine
Contact ViNM Magazine today to get more information on how you can
broaden your reach. Find us on IG, Facebook or email us your business's
information. Choose your package and you will be featured in the next
printed issue of ViNM Magazine! You can be advertised on
ViNM Radio Podcast and ViNM World TV as well.
Pick your package see your vision.

ViNM
City T
V&R
adio

Small
Independent
Business
Owners
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VINM MAGAZINE IS PROUD TO SUPPORT SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS AROUND
THE WORLD. IF YOU OR SOMEONE YOU KNOW OWNS A BUSINESS BE SURE
TO ADVERTISE WITH US AND BROADEN YOUR REACH

ORDER TODAY WITH CHANTEL MCDONALD
910.733.1475
Chantel_mcdonald@yahoo.com
www.chantelmcdonald.scentsy.us

FAYETTEVILLE, NC FLEA MARKET

EVERYTHING YOU NEED IN ONE PLACE
Although not the most typical place to shop. some find great hidden treasures at Flea Markets. We recently
visited the Fayetteville, NC Flea market and we were surprised to find out that the local radio station (106.9
fm) was there broadcasting and campaigning. We asked why they were there and we were told, " We want
to bring awareness to the Flea Market. To get people from the community to support small business' in the
community". They also stated that they will be broadcasting there some weekends to bring in a crowd.

3 MAIN REASONS TO SUPPORT LOCAL FLEA MARKET
at the Bragg Blvd Flea Market! Call
now from your mobile device or visit
us at 3315 Bragg Blvd and we can
help you pick a booth or table and set
up!
Call 910 868 3100 for more
information.-Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday-Please call The Office during
these hours: 8:00am to 5:00pm

02 Find Something
Find amazing things that you
can't find anywhere else.

03 Support the
Community
Support members of your
community and some small
business owners by shopping
in your local flea market

29
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01 Sell Something

SISTERS 4 EVER

N A K E A ,

A N A S I A H ,

&

J U L I A

Beyond an amazing sisterhood that their mother taught them with the help
of God. These 3 sisters share love for one another like no other and have a
bond that is unbreakable.
They know who they are individually and what they want out of life. These
little ladies can sing, model, dance, swim etc. You name it they can do it all.
The sisters will forever keep turning their dreams into realities by taking
everything one day at a time. They know how to get the job done.
They enjoy reading, writing, and spelling. Their favorite subjects are English
and Math. And, get this.. they all love SCIENCE.
They love to expand their imagination while also learning about God and Life.

RS
E
T
SIS

AR E

FO
RE
VE
R

We grow together we love together we

succeed together we are #sisters4ever.

Leadership is everything with the sisters.
#SISTERS4EVER
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I am Tiffany Rae

To get more information about this extrodinary life coach
and the services she offers go to
www.tiffanyrae.info
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We love to represent positive
vibes and people that are
making a positive impact.
Be sure to like and follow
I am Tiffany Rae.

REBUILD YOUR LAUGH
RBYL has been servicing families and communities since 2015. The organization was founded by
Nakea Gray and is known for striving to expand their programs resources and services in the
community. The organization provides a grounded foundation of laughter, love, life, confidence
and inner joy by "creating an inner inspiration to an outer motivation".
RBYL anticipates your partnerships, sponsorships, or donations in community events throughout
the year.
The nonprofit is based out of California. If you would like to contact the organization to
get more information about how they can help you with your events or to see how you can
contribute and learn more please follow them on Facebook at Rebuild Your Laugh. You
may also email RBYL at RebuildYourLaugh.org@gmail.com

WHEN YOU BUILD
BRAND WITH
#REBUILDYOURLAUGH

A
REPUTABLE
NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATION

RebuildYourLaugh.org@gmail.com

Bountiful Beauty &
Elegant Transformation
I could not afford expensive cosmetics, jewelry,
or other items that a woman would want to
adorn herself with. My daughter who at the time
was 5 years old would sit and watch me apply
makeup so, I would give her a little gloss and
tell her what I was told as a young girl “Never
leave the house without you’re best face on”.

Myrna Bradshaw, is the founder
and CEO of Bountiful Beauty &
Elegant Transformation. As a single
mother she could not afford to
always look the way she wanted to
look. She wanted to always look
elegant, savvy, and classy.

Everyday she began to ask me for a little of my lip chap, in translation was chap stick with a
hint of gloss. I knew she wanted to feel beautiful even at her young age. I began to do research
and started to make natural products from home. While creating products I included my
daughter for help and it allowed us to spend quality time together, such priceless moments.
For the past 7 years I’ve continued to make products for my daughter and family.
I decided to take a leap of faith by starting my own business. I’ve expanded my love for self
care with additional products to include jewelry. My jewelry collection is hand picked elegant,
diversified, and a unique assortment of pieces.
My objective is to help all men and women feel their best with luxury affordable products. The
products include jewelry, all natural products such as soaps, body butter, lip balm, lip gloss, salt
and sugar scrubs, and eye shadows.

Find Bountiful Beauty & Elegant Transformation on Facebook or
email bountifulbetransformation@gmail.com
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RADIO VIBEZ

HOW MANY TIMES HAS THE DJ SAVED YOUR LIFE?
Radio DJs play music, interact with listeners, interview artists, discuss current events, and more
on broadcast, satellite, and internet radio stations.
They are the lifeline to a party and sometimes they even save you from going off the deep in.
Whether it's bopping your head to some hip-hop or crying your eyeballs out to the saddest R&B
love songs, DJs play a major roll in everyone's life.
We depend on DJs to have a broad musical knowledge. A good DJ has basic understanding of
recording equipment, basic understanding of broadcasting, good public speaking, always up to
date with the latest news, trends, viral content and verbal communication.
The next few pages will be dedicated to some DJ's, Radio host and radio shows that are all buzz
worthy. We want to acknowledge them and encourage you to follow them on social media.
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NEWS

DJ
SEAN
SWIFT

IN THE MIX WITH DJ SEAN SWIFT
Good Music! Good Vibes!

If you haven't heard of Dj Sean Swift or heard a mix
done by him then you are missing out. Well, who is
he you ask? Great, let me tell you.
Sean was born and raised in Athens, Georgia.
Ga. He now resides in Atlanta Ga. He got his start
in DJing in the late 80’s early 90’s. He has an
amazing 20 plus in the game.
So, you want to know where you can listen to DJ Swift? Here you go..
Power104.9fm,WTSX,Kokomo,(M-F)
Hot97Media,(Dallas,Tx), (Friday)
www.blaze1radio.com, (Sat Sun), djsondemand, WNRV108.1NERVE, (Monday Nights)
Heatdjs100, Wu Worldwide Djs Coalition, (Wednesday) NerveDjs, HeatDjs

djseanswift

djseanswift

djseanswift

www.audiomack.com/djseanswift
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FOLLOW
today

VINM RADIO

HOSTED BY

LISTEN ON

FIND PODCAST ON

Rose Monet

Stationhead &

iHeartRadio, Spreaker &

Spreaker

Apple Podcast

Email: vinmmag@gmail.com

www.vinmmagazine.com

